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usps admits it is spying on americans by monitoring their social media
In new bombshell leaked audio, Iranian foreign minister Mohammad Javad Zarif said that John Kerry, while he was serving as Secretary of State under Obama, spilled
hundreds of covert Israeli operations

covert hypnosis 2020 an operators
Paul Gosar (R-Ariz.), who has repeatedly been criticized by other lawmakers and outside groups for spreading conspiracy theories about the 2020 election and other
issues, on Wednesday cast a rioter

iranian foreign minister says john kerry leaked covert israeli operations
An astonished Zarif said Kerry informed him of more than 200 Israeli operations in Syria, according to a report Monday by Fox News. John Kerry was ratting out Israeli
covert operations in Syria

gop's gosar defends jan. 6 rioter, says she was 'executed'
The Biden administration is staffing the U.S. government with partisan propagandists, and seems bound and determined to ferret out and punish those with differing
political opinions.

iran’s fm claims john kerry revealed 200 covert israeli ops against iran in syria
Now, as president, by ordering a five-month withdrawal of all US troops from Afghanistan by this September 11th, Biden seems eager to avoid the return of an Afghan
version of that very nightmare. Yet

biden wages 'war on terror' at home by rooting out political enemies
An ongoing advanced persistent threat campaign dubbed "Operation TunnelSnake" has been using a Windows rootkit named Moriya to deploy a passive backdoor

the true meaning of the afghan ‘withdrawal’
A series of explosions in June and July 2020 — including pursuing an aggressive covert campaign in Iran. Still, it is difficult to envision Israel’s covert operations
successfully

apt group using backdoor for espionage
Matt Gaetz says the U.S. Postal Service should not be keeping tabs on citizens' lives. The Florida Republican told former Trump White House adviser Sebastian Gorka
the recent reports of a program

as iran and the us move cautiously toward a deal, israel needs a new approach
WASHINGTON — (AP) — Russian President Vladimir Putin authorized influence operations to help Donald of the array of foreign threats to the 2020 election. These
included efforts by Iran

matt gaetz says usps 'covert operations program' is 'classic government'
To quote the U.S. Navy's official announcement, on May 6 the cruiser USS Monterey "seized an illicit shipment of weapons from a stateless dhow in international
waters of the North

us: putin approved operations to help trump against biden
But the U.S. lacked “evidence that the Kremlin directed this operation,” newly declassified information about the Russian team showed.

don't reward iranian violence by ending economic sanctions
An unknown threat actor with the capabilities to evolve and tailor its toolset to target environments infiltrated high-profile organizations in Asia and Africa with an
evasive Windows rootkit since at

russian spy team left traces that bolstered c.i.a.’s bounty judgment
GOP House Reps. Lee Zeldin, Andy Barr, and Ann Wagner want investigation over claims by Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif that John Kerry told him Israel had
attacked Iranian proxies in Syria.

new stealthy rootkit infiltrated networks of high-profile organizations
MICHAEL MORELL: And then can you talk a little bit about the non-traditional, the non-traditional intelligence operations, because I think when most people think of
intelligence operations, they think

gop lawmakers write letter calling for john kerry to face justice department probe over claims he leaked details of covert israeli ops to iran
Jim Jordan (R-Ohio), right, and Rep. Matt Gaetz (R-Fla.) on July 9, 2020. Yahoo News reported Wednesday the Internet Covert Operations Program (iCOP) at the U.S.
Postal Inspection Service (USPIS

top counterintelligence official mike orlando on foreign espionage threats facing u.s. - "intelligence matters"
Fifteen current and former American officials revealed to Yahoo News the details of the Trump administration’s covert plan to eliminate Qassem Soleimani, commander
of Iran’s Quds Force, in an air

is the post office monitoring americans’ social media posts? some republicans are raising concerns
Even if some personnel do remain after Biden's self-imposed September 11 withdrawal deadline, it will be far more challenging to pull off the kind of covert operations
the CIA has become famous

15 american officials reveal the covert plan to eliminate soleimani
The details of the surveillance effort, known as iCOP, or Internet Covert Operations Program just as the pandemic vastly increased the number of mail-in ballots for the
2020 election. Why the post

afghanistan withdrawal will likely dismantle a cia intelligence network built up over 20 years
Iranian foreign minister Mohammad Javad Zarif claimed in leaked audio that then-Secretary of State John Kerry informed him of more than 200 Israeli operations in
Syria.

the postal service is running a 'covert operations program' that monitors americans' social media posts
Civilian ship suspected of spying on China for the US military. Global Times. By Guo Yuandan and Liu Xuanzun Published: May 11, 2021 12:45 AM. The US military
apparently hired a m

iran's foreign minister says john kerry told him about israeli covert operations in syria
Russian President Vladimir Putin authorized influence operations 2020 presidential election. Trump, whose 2016 election effort benefited from hacking by Russian
intelligence officers and a

civilian ship suspected of spying on china for the us military
Former Secretary of State John Kerry on Monday denied telling Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif (seen with Kerry in 2016) Israel attacked his country's interests in
Syria more than 200 times.

us: putin approved operations to help trump against biden
There has been a noticeable rise in the number of women coaching men in professional sport across the globe. But is this positive trend an honest effort and can it be
sustained?

john kerry denies he told iran about israel's covert attacks on syria while serving as barack obama's secretary of state
For better or worse, the Soleimani killing was one of the most consequential foreign policy decisions of the Trump administration, with effects that will reverberate for
years to come and likely shape

africa: hail the sports pioneers daring to break the mould
covert campaigns to undermine public confidence in the country's democratic processes. An ODNI assessment of threats to the 2020 election said the intelligence
community tracked "a broader array

'conspiracy is hard': inside the trump administration's secret plan to kill qassem soleimani
The surveillance effort, which falls under the agency's Postal Inspection Service, is known as the Internet Covert Operations Program under intense scrutiny in 2020,
when the Trump-appointed

u.s. intelligence community to create center to address foreign malign influence
Imagine this news flash: the campaign manager of Joe Biden’s presidential bid throughout the 2020 race was in continuous and covert contact implementing influence
operations on their behalf.”

the postal service is reportedly monitoring americans' social media for 'inflammatory' content
"While no one would be surprised to hear that Israel carries out covert operations against Iran who was killed by a U.S. airstrike in Iraq in 2020. President Donald
Trump withdrew the United

no hoax: new report says trump’s 2016 campaign shared info with russian intelligence
During the threat assessment hearing — which is normally held annually but didn't occur in 2020 — the or influence operations. China is using overt and covert
programs in an attempt

new york times 'buried' bombshell that john kerry told iran about israeli covert operations in syria: critics
WASHINGTON – Russia and Iran engaged in multi-faceted, covert influence campaigns aimed at swaying the outcome of the 2020 presidential influence operations
aimed at denigrating President

here's what makes us spy agencies so much more worried about china than russia
Cyber operations that target critical infrastructure, elections, supply chains and more may be “more destructive and disruptive” in the near future and as “states
attempt more aggressive cyber

russia, iran engaged in covert influence campaigns to sway 2020 presidential election, us intelligence report says
The surveillance procedure, known as the Internet Covert Operations Program (iCOP), tracks reform effort that slowed mail service for the 2020 election. Last month,
DeJoy also unveiled a

intel agencies warn of ‘more destructive and disruptive’ cyber attacks on infrastructure
Pentagon officials offered a qualified denial Tuesday saying they have found evidence that any of the nearly $40 million in defense money given to a non-government
organization may have been used for

outcry over us postal service reportedly tracking social media posts
Chief Postal Inspector Gary Barksdale briefed lawmakers on the Oversight Committee regarding the program known as iCOP, or Internet Covert Operations voter fraud
in the 2020 presidential
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defense department officials: no sign yet u.s. funds went to suspect chinese lab
But bitter wrangling between the Trump administration and Congress kept the 2020 report locked away warnings about Russian and Chinese covert influence
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operations, and an early insight

Embattled U.S. Postmaster General Louis DeJoy has been under fire by Democrats ever since he directed the slowdown of mail delivery before the November 2020
election along as part of its Internet

us intelligence community warns of devastating long-term impact of coronavirus pandemic
But only days later, a covert attack on an Iranian nuclear when you look at the couple of operations that we've had in 2020; and you set that against what we know
about Iran's nuclear

louis dejoy ordered postal inspectors to begin monitoring americans’ social media posts amid george floyd protests
Last year, The New York Times revealed a C.I.A. assessment that the group may have carried out a covert effort to to Russian intelligence operations. In January 2020,
Bulgarian authorities

natanz: will nuclear plant attack derail iran deal diplomacy?
It takes into account how much of the president's efforts to overturn the 2020 election results individual bill to defund Postal Service covert operations program 136
Republicans get Fs

russian spy unit investigated for links to bulgarian explosions
Qasem Soleimani, the leader of the Quds Force, in January 2020. Israel assassinated Mohsen speaking on condition of anonymity to discuss covert operations. In an
interview on Iranian state

136 republicans get fs in accountability rankings from anti-trump gop group
They just keep coming and keep coming and keep coming.” For the first time in local memories, rising streams of large groups – 50 to 100 illegal immigrants each – are
constantly flowing through the
perspective: migration overwhelming once-quiet big bend sector
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